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“

An important part
of our profession is
forecasting trends
and staying ahead of
the curve so we’re
able to offer clients
the most up-to-date
selections.
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MASTER BATH

C

reating stunning spaces that highlight new trends in color, fabrics and
finishes, Romanza Interior Design elevates home styling to an art form.
Transcending the beautiful physical structure of a home to capture the
essence of its residents, Romanza’s design professionals have defined
Southwest Florida’s luxury lifestyle for nearly two decades in Naples.
An affiliate of London Bay Homes, a luxury custom homebuilder and developer in
Southwest Florida, Romanza and its experienced team of professionals have earned an
industry-wide reputation for delivering unparalleled interior and architectural services –
with a singular focus on each client.
Whether creating the interior design for one of London Bay’s newest model homes
in Port Royal or a private residential home in Old Naples, the team is always on the
lookout for the latest design trends and styles that will create lasting memory points in
a well-loved home.
Earlier this year, the Romanza Interior Design team made the annual pilgrimage to
their industry’s mecca – High Point Market in North Carolina – to track the trends
and spot the styles that are on the cutting edge of home furnishings.
“Jewel tones were everywhere,” said Jennifer Stevens, senior design director for
Romanza. “From cool emeralds and amethysts to warm rubies and citrines, color was
prominently featured in both upholstery and accessories.”
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Textural elements were also trending at High Point. “Whether
through fabrics, furniture or lighting, texture adds dimension – both
visually and from a tactile standpoint,” said Stevens. “I often layer
texture in the rooms we design to add richness.”
Other trends included updated takes on traditional designs, mixed
material furniture and an emphasis on oversized lamps and tiny tables.
Unique combinations – such as a staircase combining stained walnut
brown handrails with clear tempered glass side panels and accents of
brushed metal hardware – elevate everyday pieces to the extraordinary.
“An important part of our profession is forecasting trends and
staying ahead of the curve so we’re able to offer clients the most upto-date selections,” noted Stevens. “One home in particular that we
recently completed in Port Royal showcases many design elements we
saw at High Point this spring, from the saturated choices of color, to the
judicious use of mixed materials and textures throughout the rooms.”
The Port Royal home, featuring interiors by Stevens, is part of
London Bay’s Naples Collection of custom-designed estates. Located
at 4395 Gordon Drive, the estate showcases a sophisticated design
blending honed stone and wood plank flooring, accent panels of exotic
woods like sapele, anigre and walnut, and distinctive reglet details on
walls and door frames to create a uniquely contemporary style that
unifies the foyer, great room, wine cellar and study.
Stevens’ interior palette eschews the expected white-on-white in
favor of neutral taupes and ivories and accents of green and tan inspired
by the home’s lush landscape design.
“The contemporary elegance is recognizable in the clean-lined, largescale upholstered furniture and in the sophisticated palette of finishes,
including mixed metals, woods and leather,” said Stevens.
Boasting four bedrooms and five baths within 4,667 square feet
of interior living space, the 4395 Gordon Drive home is just one of a
myriad of model and private homes beautifully stylized by Romanza
Interior Design in Naples.
To learn more about incorporating the latest interior designs into
your home this season, call 239.596.1613 or visit www.Romanza.com.
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